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the party,but he does wish he ____ there. (A) had been (B) has been

(C) would have been (D) would be 2. He wish he ____ with you

tomorrow. (A) can go (B) could go (C) would go (D) is going 3. We

desire that the tour leader ____ us immediately of any change in

plans. (A) inform (B) informs (C) informed (D) has informed 4. He

suggested ____ to tomorrow’sexhibition together. (A) us to go (B)

we went (C) we shall go (D) we go 5. It was essential that the

application forms ____ back before the deadline. (A) must be sent

(B) would be sent (C) be sent (D) were sent 6. It’s necessary ____

the dictionary immediately. (A) that he will return (B) that he

returned (C) that he return (D) that he has to return 7. It was

proposed that the matter ____ discussed at the next meeting. (A) will

be (B) was (C) would (D) be 8. Look at the terrible situation I am in!

If only I ____ your advice. (A) follow (B) had followed (C) would

follow (D) have followed 9. Pupils ____ will be promoted to the next

grade. (A) who pass the test (B) whom pass the test (C) they pass the

test (D) themselves and pass the test 10. Not long ago, a person ____

very well was involved in an accident. (A) him I know (B) whom I

know (C) himself I know (D) who I know 11. The residents, ____

had been damaged by the flood, were given help by the Red Cross.

(A) all their homes (B) all whose homes (C) all of whose homes (D)

all of their homes 12. He spoke confidently, ____ impressed me



most. (A) so that (B) that (C) it (D) which 13. There are certain

occasions ____ people who are in the middle of do something. (A)

while you must interrupt (B) you must interrupt (C) when you must

interrupt (D) we must interrupt 14. Mr. Smith drove slowly on the

way home until he reached the highway ____ the speed limit was 60

miles an hour. (A) where (B) though (C) when (D) because 15. He

explained the reason ____ they behaved like that. (A) which (B) that

(C) for (D) why 16. An investigation was made into the accident,

____ fifth people were killed. (A) in which (B) where (C) when (D)
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